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These documents collect amendments to the rules and present 
our responses to players’ frequently asked questions. Often 
these amendments are updates necessitated by new releases or 
community feedback; these can be identified by the presence 
of an asterisk before the page reference. At other times, these 
amendments are errata designed to correct mistakes or add 
clarity to a rule that is not as clear as it might be. 

UPDATES & ERRATA
Page 1 – Introduction, Paragraph 2
Change the first sentence of the second bullet point to read:
‘We have removed the command costs from all Detachments and 
made it so that players can place units into Strategic Reserves 
for free.’

Page 6 – Arks of Omen: Grand Tournament Games, 
Muster Armies
Add the following bullet points after the third bullet point:

•  You can only include one Supreme Commander unit in an 
Arks of Omen Detachment.

•  You can include Abaddon the Despoiler in a Legion 
Detachment even if it is not a Black Legion Detachment.

•  You can include The Silent King in a Necrons Detachment 
even if it is not a Szarekhan Detachment.

•  You can include Commander Shadowsun in a Sept 
Detachment even if it is not a T’au Sept Detachment.  Doing 
so does not prevent any other units in that Detachment from 
gaining their Detachment Rules. Note that Commander 
Shadowsun will only gain a Sept Tenet if every <Sept> unit in 
your army has the T’au Sept keyword.

•  You can include Belisarius Cawl in a Forge World 
Detachment even if it is not a Mars Detachment. Doing 
so does not prevent any other units from gaining their 
Detachment Rules. Note that Belisarius Cawl will only gain 
a Dogma if every <Forge World> unit in your army has the 
Mars keyword.

•  You can include an Adeptus Astartes Primarch unit in 
a <Chapter> Detachment even if it does not share the 
<Chapter> keyword of other units in that Detachment. 
Doing so does not prevent any other units from gaining their 
Detachment Rules. Note that the Adeptus Astartes Primarch 
unit will only gain a Chapter Tactic if every <Chapter> unit 
shares the same <Chapter> keyword.

Designer’s Note: The noted Supreme Commanders can be 
included in an army without preventing other units from 

benefitting from their Detachment Rules. For example, Roboute 
Guilliman can be included in a Salamanders Detachment, but 
he will not gain their Chapter Tactic, however the rest of the 
Detachment will still benefit from their Chapter Tactic as usual.

Page 8 – Battle Brothers
Add the following bullet point:

•  ‘If your Arks of Omen Detachment is a Drukhari Kabal, 
Wych Cult or Haemonculus Coven Detachment, you can 
include one Drukhari Patrol Detachment of a different 
type as an Allied Detachment (e.g. if your Arks of Omen 
Detachment is a Kabal Detachment, you can select a Wych 
Cult or Haemonculus Coven Detachment for your Allied 
Detachment). When doing so:

•  All <Kabal> units in a Kabal Detachment gain a 
Drukhari Obsession (see Codex: Drukhari).

•  All <Wych Cult> units in a Wych Cult Detachment gain a 
Drukhari Obsession (see Codex: Drukhari).

•  All <Haemonculus Coven> units in a Haemonculus 
Coven  Detachment gain a Drukhari Obsession (see 
Codex: Drukhari).’


